N ot a day goes by that a large amount of spam doesn't get past the two filters that I have in place (one on the server and one on my mail client). Most of this e-mail is annoying and some of it dangerous. But I have finally come to peace with spam and it no longer bothers me. How did I do that, you ask? I have learned to respect, even love, spam's malicious beauty. I want to share my journey to inner peace, hopeful that you will find happiness too.
WHY SPAM, WHY NOW?
I had been growing more agitated with the escalating intensity and elusiveness of spam for several years. At any given point in time my junk e-mail box featured hundreds of pieces of spam in more than 30 languages. This junk included phishing attacks disguised as e-mail from dozens of banks and credit unions, both real and imaginary; from PayPal and eBay (which I never use); from Internet lotteries; and every other form of confidence scam. I have been offered countless products for sale: discount drugs, computer supplies, sexual enhancement products, financial opportunities, and flattering offers of dates, marriage, and more.
More recently, I had been flooded with "important message from a family member" or "postcard from someone who cares" e-mails, which, of course, redirected to some rogue site or installed a browser hijacker. I still hadn't fallen for any of these ploys, but I knew that I or a family member might soon fall victim as the sophistication and authenticity of this spam increased. I had not been keeping count of the frequency of these various dodges, but I knew that the threat was increasing. My anxiety level and blood pressure reached record highs. I had to deal with this crisis, but how?
LASH OUT
My first instinct was to strike back. I fantasized some deliciously ironic denial-of-service attack. Eventually, however, I had to acknowledge my own limited though devious skills, and I was sure that even if I could temporarily bring down one of these operations, it would just move to another boiler room. So I considered legal remedies, but I didn't want to get involved in a classaction or private lawsuit. Political action seemed out of the question too. Besides, I don't think that spam legislation is the way around the problem-I still get telephone solicitations, even though I am on every do-not-call list.
Finally, I imagined simply writing a withering e-mail message to some unnamed spammer that would force capitulation. But what could I write that would be so convincing? "Rosalia Boyce, Loretta Nicolay, Shad Mauny, or whatever the hell your name is, stop spamming me!" I don't think so.
TRY TO MEASURE IT
In a meditative interlude, the spirit of Lord Kelvin implored me to "first measure what it is you want to understand." Aha! A more thorough understanding, through modeling of my pain, was the way to serenity, I mused. I approached my formulation thusly.
Let T be the set of e-mails received in my inbox in a fixed interval of time, I (e.g., one day). Let S be the set of actual spam e-mails received during interval I. We could further partition S by spam type. For example: s 1 = collection of Nigerian 419 scams s 2 = collection of sexual enhancement and performance products s 3 = collection of Internet lottery awards s 4 = collection of investment opportunities s 5 = collection of health products … s n = collection of messages from "a friend" so that 
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Then, let C be the set of messages correctly classified as spam by my e-mail client's spam filter-that is, the messages in the set S correctly identified as spam and the set of messages in the set T -S correctly identified as legitimate e-mail.
To But then I remembered that determining the set C is hard, because without examining every e-mail in detail, it is likely that some number of e-mails will be misidentified as spam and some amount of spam will not be correctly identified. I tried to reformulate my safety zones to take this into account. After a while, however, I realized that although academically pleasing, this exercise was not going to solve any spam problems-just more thoroughly describe them and, hence, increase my anxiety. I abandoned this approach.
ACCEPT IT
If I couldn't counterattack spam, and measuring it was futile, then, I reasoned, peace would come through acceptance. Indeed, I realized that spam, like weeds, rotten drivers, and bad weather, is always with us. We might occasionally bemoan the most stubborn weeds, the most erratic drivers, the major storms, and most malicious spam. But why sweat the everyday annoyances? Indeed, obsessing about total eradication of weeds and bad drivers leads to too high a price: ultimately, the destruction of lawns and removal of good drivers from the road. (Of course, there is nothing one can do about the weather.) Alas, this kind of acceptance seemed to be a Chauncey Gardiner-like strategy ("if the server is strong, the e-mail will return"), so I rejected it.
I considered another way of accepting spam: through inclusiveness. I mean, accept that we are all part of one big spamming family. I know that some legitimate e-mails that I send, and those sent by reputable organizations that I affiliate with, are probably tagged by some filters as spam. Sometimes the spammers impersonate me or my associates through spoofing. In fact, because of spoofing, it sometimes appears that I have sent spam to myself. For the same reasons, it is likely that others might perceive you as a spammer too.
Admitting that I might be perceived as a spammer was as satisfying as concluding that I was a member of a set of serial-killers-to-be. Therefore, I rejected this approach too.
LOVE IT
Finally, I had a catharsis. Why not love spam? Couldn't I savor its malevolent ingenuity and sublime audacity? This ingenuity is illustrated on several levels: the sender name, the subject line, the disguised text, and the nature of the attack. Let's consider the ephemeral beauty of these features briefly.
Only a computer could generate such improbably funny names deliberately combining infrequently paired words to defeat spam filters. I have been collecting the Of course, the subject lines can contain similar kinds of whimsy, or rely on the human brain to "i n t rp rit the c rr ct meening."
Another ploy I enjoy is the important-looking message in the body of the e-mail, which upon closer examination is techno-garbage. Finally, though I fear and despise them, I have to respect the cleverness of the attacks themselves. Think of the irresistible allure of certain phishing attacks, the marketing savvy of the sales pitch, and so on. I am reminded of the beauty and danger found in the ocean-deadly poisonous but magnificent lionfish, brilliant and razor-sharp coral, elegantly powerful but ruthless sharks, exquisitely camouflaged but fatal rockfish, and so on. Spam is… well… so beautiful. Thus, I reached my Nirvana.
CONCLUSION
As I reflect on my evolving reactions to spam: lashing out, measuring, accepting, and finally, loving spam, I realize that the journey roughly parallels the cycle of grievingdenial, anger, sadness, acceptance. Although there is no analogy to the loss of a loved one, in some Karmic sense, there must be spam to achieve universal balance.
Spam will always be with us because it brings reward to the spammers. It used to be that people were naïve and easily trapped, but spam is ever-more-sophisticated and prolific, and even the most vigilant of us can be tricked. So, instead of cursing spam, appreciate it; savor its diabolical brilliance; enjoy the persistence and enthusiasm of the spammers; and behold the spectacle of it all. Q 
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